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Echoes 

Call me if I can help.  1-207-956-0819. 

I was raised in a unified culture that celebrated a shared history going back to the Pilgrims of Plymouth, Massachu-

setts.  Everyone spoke the English language.  The holidays honored high points, and priorities, reaching back to the 

Pilgrims.  Thanksgiving is the most ubiquitous holiday touching on the Pilgrims. 

This history of America is Christian.  It doesn’t hang together, or make any sense, if you remove the Christian reli-

gion from the narrative.  This explains why a huge majority of Americans still identify as Christian.  Did that just 

happen?  Or was it purposeful?  Are we Christian because men and women decided to make it so over the past four 

centuries?  We, of course, know the answer. 

Emerging from that past is the bromide on which I was raised, “If you can’t say anything nice don’t say anything at 

all.”  It’s like an echo of an emphatic truth.  I think it is even a faint echo of something more intentional and less 

sentimental.  Regardless it has produced cultural and religious devastation. 

Somehow the enemies who managed to get through the gate, and who now control the high places of our society, 

turned this into white guilt — the idea that men who live by such sentiments are evil just because they exist.  This 

genteel ideal is turned inside out.  Now in America the truism goes, “You cannot say anything nice about a native 

born Christian American with roots in Europe who has ever lived.” 

The genteel etiquette of a former time is evil.  People who lived that way must be eliminated from their own land.  

They must be replaced by less inferior people.  The penultimate character worthy of replacing the Christian Europe-

an inferior types are, of course, the always superior “gay” type. These characters bring such ultimate perfection that 

it is necessary for all the governments of the world to use force to elevate their virtuous example in society.  After 

all what could be more beautiful, innocent and child-like than a underwear-free drag queen exposing himself during 

story hour for the kiddos?  Obviously, this is a superior and praise worthy example of virtue. 

And while all this is going on (and much, much worse) we of wicked Christian European heritage must never ne-

glect the maxim, “If you can’t say anything nice don’t say anything at all.”  So the wrecking ball of God-hatred that 

is bashing all we hold dear to splinters is met with … polite silence.  This group also goes by the name “silent ma-

jority.” 
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And this majority is mere decades, if not years, away from being a minority in it’s own nation.  Unless something 

dramatic is done to halt immigration in the next year or two 2020 will be the last year that Republicans win a na-

tional election.  There’s a good possibility it could happen in 2020.  The demoncrats have been successful concen-

trating their ethnic minority voting blocks in such a way that they achieve total domination of America’s govern-

ment. 

Remember that the Democrats are the party that officially ejected God just a few short years ago.  They are the fa-

vored political party of popular intellectually serious institutions like Christianity Today.  Their flavor of culture is 

just fine with powerful pretend Christian families like the Cathys.  They own Chick-Fil-A, the pro-sodomy fast 

food chicken joint.  They’re paving the way for our working future with benefit free part time service jobs.  I won-

der how much the Cathy’s pay in income taxes?  When was the last time you saw them crusading for the high-

paying manufacturing jobs that once made it possible for a man to raise his family without forcing his wife to work 

like a man. 

Just remember, “If you can’t say anything nice, don’t say anything at all.” 

I’m so glad those days are behind us.  Donald Trump is setting a new and necessary example.  He’s made politics 

personal again.  The next time you hear a politician brag about being “civil” and “polite” swipe to the next meme.  

This is NOT the time for civility and politeness.  If political war doesn’t bring resolution to the horrors we’ve en-

dured for decades I’m afraid violence may be inevitable. 

Here’s a suggestion for you.  The next time you’re tempted to “not say anything at all” in order to be perceived as 

nice try saying it anyway.  What’s the worse that could happen?  Jesus Christ spoke his mind, and then remained 

silent before Pilate.  They still crucified him.  Whether we speak or not I think we know where these forces are 

leading us.  They have dedicated themselves to the destruction of Christian civilization. 

Let’s resolve to defeat them with truth, wisdom, resolve and reason instead of polite silence. 

Amen. 
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